
Comfort Defines More Than Your Mother’s Cooking 

 

Summary:  Comfort food delivers more than nutrition.  A comfortable room 

entails more than a well-adjusted thermostat.  The places we like to shop, 

do business, and work provide more than goods, services and compensation.  

They are places where we are comfortable.   

 “Comfort Defines More Than Your Mama’s Cooking” examines comfort as a 

strategy behind successful businesses and how this can be added to improve 

our own business operations and workplaces.  

 

Introduction: 

Thank you so much for the welcome.  I am delighted to be here to talk about 

Comfort as a business strategy.   

 

 

We want you to be comfortable today 

so we will not be selling any books at 

the end of the luncheon.   

You can get a copy of the speech by 

going to online.  We will give you the address as you leave today.  But, if 

you feel compelled to part with some more money today, there are 

envelopes in the middle of the table where you can leave a contribution for 

the Annual Student Scholarship Fund of the University. 

 



When I started working on this presentation on comfort or being 

comfortable, I was reminded of a joke told in Rotary here fifteen or twenty 

years ago.  A ranching couple in the area needed a new bull.   

 

 

 

Times were hard and money short.  But they 

scraped together enough for the bull and a little 

for the expense of searching.  The husband left 

home hitchhiking and occasionally using public 

transportation.  He agreed to send his wife a 

telegram when he found the bull. 

After a few days, he found a bull and paid for it.  He was left with $1 to send 

a telegram.   

He went to Western Union and was told that 

a telegram would be $1 for the first word.  So 

he explained what he was doing and set off a 

one word telegram— “comfortable.”  When 

the clerk questioned him, the rancher replied, 

“My wife will get it.  She is a slow reader and 

will read  

com- for-ta-bull.” 

When we started this luncheon fifteen years ago, I never dreamed I would 

be the speaker nor that the first event after the renaming of the building 

would be this one with me speaking.   

I am grateful beyond words for this honor 

and for your being here to share this 

special moment for Hazel and me and our 

family.   

I am glad today to be able to share with 

you some things I have learned in my forty 

plus years of leading enterprises and in my 

studies since I retired ten years ago.  

Thanks for coming.  I hope what I am 

sharing will be especially meaningful. 



Comfort:  Some General Observations 

Comfort food delivers more than nutrition.  A comfortable room entails more 

than a well-adjusted thermostat.  The places we like to shop, do business, 

and work provide more than goods, services and compensation.  They are 

places where we are comfortable.   

In the next few minutes I want to think about comfort as a strategy behind 

successful businesses and how this can be added to improve our own 

business operations and workplaces.  

According to etymologists, the root of “comfort” as a verb is in a 

Latin word which means to strengthen much or, if it were a modifier, 

would be “very strengthening.”  Around the 13th century it morphed into 

“to console, cheer, help, strengthen.”  The noun “comfort” means a source 

of alleviation or relief.  As a plural noun, “comforts,” it described those 

things that make our life better but are somewhere in between necessities 

and luxuries. 

We tend to use it more as to console or cheer.  Comfort evokes feelings of 

warmth, being cuddly, emotional.  We talk of comfort food or Mama’s 

cooking.  It is the things or places or people that make us feel good and 

better about ourselves.  It is that which rises up in us to allow us to be 

ourselves and be happy about us. 

And I would argue that when that happens we actually become stronger. 

For several years Hazel and I spent part of 

July and August in Edinburgh, Scotland in a 

section called The Tollcross.  We found it to 

be a wonderful time of vacation and 

sabbatical.   
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The second year we went, after we got in the apartment (on the picture you 

go in the blue door between the yellow and white signs), I went downstairs 

to the electronic shop next door (white sign).  When I walked in, the 

proprietor said, “Welcome back, Mr. Grant.”  Later we went for dinner three 

doors down at a little restaurant (the black entrance 4 doors down) and the 

same thing happened.   

On the way back from the restaurant, we stopped at Blockbuster (first shop 

back toward the apartment) to get a video. Hazel said to the clerk, “I don’t 

know if we are still in your system, but we were here last year.”  And before 

she could go on, the young clerk said, “Mrs. Grant.  Hazel Grant.  I was 

going through our older records and was wondering if you would be back.”   

Try to imagine how we felt by now.  We were very comfortable.  We felt like 

we were home. 

Edinburgh became a very special place and to this day when I hear the BBC 

signal for the news, I immediately go back mentally to the Tollcross  
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and can feel the atmosphere and smell the smells and am carried away to a 

very wonderful and comfortable time. 

We all have our special places and people and things that do the 

same for us.  And often this means comfort to us. And often we are 

strengthened as we relive these connections or life in those places. 

Unfortunately, however, we also use comfort in a negative way 

because we see it as a synonym for complacency.  How often have we 

said, “don’t get to comfortable with that because…?”   

I have heard from business leaders and have worked for some that openly 

talk about making sure that employees are “hungry” to move ahead or 

unsure about what may happen next to keep them on their toes and the 

like.   



I agree that complacency has no place in business.  Being satisfied with the 

status quo is questionable.  But I am convinced that such attitudes are not 

caused by comfort but by poor management and/or leadership.   

The Apostle Paul presents for us the tension between comfort, complacency 

and aggressively moving forward. 

He says I do not consider that I have made it my own. But one thing I 

do: forgetting what lies behind and straining forward to what lies 

ahead, 14 I press on toward the goal for the prize….  

But later he says,  In any and every circumstance, I have learned the 

secret of facing plenty and hunger, abundance and need. 13 I can do 

all things through him who strengthens me.” 

It is clear that when we have a mission we understand and know how 

we fit into that mission, we can be pressing forward to new 

achievements.   

And I would argue that the more content or comfortable we are the 

stronger we will be so that we can press forward and achieve more 

whether as a leader or manager or team member 

So what I want us to see today is that comfort is a sense that things are 

alright and this is a safe, supportive environment where others care 

about me and my experience.  It is not complacency or the 

willingness to accept the status quo, but a place where I am 

strengthened and therefore can thrive and be all that God intended 

for me to be.   

Climate: 

So what makes this work?  

As soon as we say climate, we immediately think of the physical 

environment in which we live and work.   

In regard to this there are somethings we all know. 

We have known for years that people do not like to be crowded.  Don’t 

you hate to shop in a place where the aisles have been shrunk so that one 

shopping cart struggles to fit.    

We also know, however, that in open space that once it is 80 percent 

full, people get uncomfortable.  So an auditorium built for a capacity of 



1000 can only sustain a consistent load of 800 people.  When people feel 

crowded we know they usually will find a reason to leave. 

And we understand that each individual person has an allocation of 

personal space that she will work to maintain.   

Several years ago I was at a national conference and was standing in the 

hall area talking to Al Runge, a friend and colleague.  After several minutes, 

Al, for no reason began to laugh.  He said, “Where did we start talking?”  I 

looked around and pointed to an area about 50 feet away.  He then admitted 

that he had purposely moved into my private space and then I would retreat 

to reestablish the boundary.  This kept being repeated until I have gone 50 

feet and did not realize it. 

Crowdedness will cause unease, but so will the temperature, 

messiness, poor maintenance and the like. 

These are all givens.  But I believe there is much more to consider when it 

comes to the climate or working environment we establish.   

Is the climate or working environment one in which employees or 

customers feel respected and free enough that they can talk with us 

about changes that need to be made and know we will listen and not 

just dismiss the idea out of hand.  Is the climate open, supportive 

and encouraging? 
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the first manager of a General Motors 

plant.  She started in Atlanta, but made a 

name for herself at the Bay City (MI) GM 

Parts Plant. 

 

 

 

In 1986, things were bleak at Bay City.  

The parts it produced were no longer 

needed so retooling needed to happen.  

Half the work force of 4000 had been laid 

off.  The budget was out of whack and 

the assembly floor in abysmal shape. 

Carrigan arrived and on her first day 

appeared on the floor of the plant on all shifts and talked with employees as 

they came on break.  She asked each one something like, “if I could do one 

thing to make working here better for you, what would it be.”  The most 

common responses were “paint the cafeteria” and “clean and paint the 

women’s rest room.”  When the workers came to work the next day, the 

cafeteria had been painted and the women’s rest room was cleaned and 

painted.   

Now imagine for a minute what you would have thought when you came to 

work the next day.  A plant manager at Bay City had never been on the 

assembly floor.  A plant manager never had an open door policy.  A plant 

manager had never taken the time to close the gap between executives and 

the line workers. 

Yet now one had come to the floor, asked some simple questions and 

immediately acted on the answers.  It was unique in that plant’s history and 

revolutionary. 

All of a sudden the climate had changed.  It was not just boss and 

employees, but now was a responsive leader looking for followers.  And she 

showed clear respect for the people on the floor and listened.  And the 

result? 

In time at Bay City, this supportive, enabling, empowering, 

comfortable environment/climate led the workers to the following: 



1. The development of a model union agreement. 

2. A 40% rise in production. 

3. A 44% decline in rejected parts. 

4. A reduced budget that was balanced. 

5. A drastic reduction in grievances. 

And the workers began taking pride in their workplaces.  They cleaned up 

the assembly area and eventually asked to do an open house so their 

families could come and see where they worked.  The workers at the GM Bay 

City plant appreciated a comfortable environment where the physical plant 

was clean and good to work in and the atmosphere/climate created 

recognized their importance. 

Climate—the working and shopping environment--is important in 

making our businesses comfortable places to work and visit.  And, I 

believe, will be a major factor in success. 

Commerce (Economics): 

Two years ago I purchased a Kia Soul.   

You know the one that gerbils as spokes 

animals.  

I hate buying cars.  I don’t like the dickering 

and all that usually goes with it.  But I needed 

a car so I approached several dealers and 

finally decided to buy from one in Cape 

Girardeau, Missouri, which is about an hour 

west of Carbondale, IL, where we live. 

I went armed.  I knew the fair price for a trade in and how much discount I 

should get off the sticker price.  I picked out the car and asked the salesman 

how we would proceed.   

Instead of outlining a process, he asked for my keys and went outside.  

When he got back, he said that he would give me this for my trade in (which 

was at the bottom of the amount I had set as my target and he would 

deduct this percentage off the list price (which was double the discount I 

was looking for.)   

I was disarmed.  He turned my discomfort into comfort.  All that was left 

was for me to write a check and sign the papers. 

I am not a unique consumer.  The internet has made it possible for any 

consumer, who wants to, to know enough to be wise.  Do we respect the 



knowledge our consumers have and make them comfortable with us or do 

we continue the uncomfortable old ways? 

All of us like to do business with people who have comfortable 

business spaces and who respect us and treat us as though we know 

what we are doing.  

What is true for consumers is also true for colleagues or employees. 

All of our relationships are transactional.  That is when we have a 

relationship that could be business or friendly or family, we expect 

to get something useful from the relationship and we are expected 

to add to the lives of the others in that particular relationship. 

A customer expects a good product at an appropriate price with 

sufficient guarantees.  We get a sale for our product and services 

and the buyers gets a fairly priced, reliable product. 

A donor expects that when the donor gives to a nonprofit that the 

nonprofit will use the money wisely and, in return, will thank the 

donor appropriately and will help the donor feel a sense of 

accomplishment through the mission of the nonprofit. 

An employee offers us her time and talent and in return expects 

appropriate compensation, benefits and a sense of contributing to 

the business’ success.   

And keep in mind that customers, donors and employees have 

access to information about what is fair and appropriate in each of 

these cases.   

There is a lot of discussion these days about what the minimum wage should 

be and I do not want to digress into those weeds.  But I want to point out, 

that, if the compensation and benefits we are offering are not 

enough to alleviate financial concerns, it will impact performance.   

It has been a long time since I worked for minimum wage.  And I suspect 

most, if not all in this room, are in the same boat.  Do we have a sense of 

and respect for those who make it on far less than we do?   

One strong memory I have from living in Redding was being in a restaurant 

in town across from the bus station.  Two couples were chatting loud enough 

I could not help but hear.  I was there for over an hour and for the whole 

time they talked about the thrill of getting on the Greyhound and going and 

spending the weekend in a Motel 6 in Sacramento.  I could not relate. 



We have some business relationships with people who because of their 

financial circumstances must do everything in cash—no checking accounts, 

no savings accounts, no credit cards.  In this plastic era, I have trouble 

relating.  Do you? 

Do we know our workers and/or customers well enough to know 

how the compensation we offer affects their living conditions? 

Climate (working and shopping environment) and Commerce (the 

economics of our business for consumers and employees) are 

important.   

Character (Ethics): 

And so is character or ethics. 

The invitation to do this speech grew out of a 

conversation between Brad Williams and me about a 

book he recommended by David Brooks, The Road to 

Character.  While I am not centering on this book, I 

want to recommend it with my highest 

recommendation.   

Brooks begins by confessing that he has spent a lot of 

time lately considering the difference between resume 

virtues (the things people talk about while you are working) and eulogy 

virtues (what people say and remember when we are dead).  While we will 

readily admit that the eulogy virtues are more important, we spend most of 

our lives developing our resume virtues.  He then calls us into the 

development of our inner selves, our character. 

To begin his discussion, he borrows from Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik the 

image of Adam I (our outer, resume self) and of Adam II (our inner self that 

seeks to develop eulogy virtues.  In the book, he lays out ways to develop 

Adam II. 

Let me quote from the introduction.  “Adam I wants to build, create, 

produce, and discover things.  He wants to have high status and win 

victories. 

“Adam II is the internal Adam.  Adam II wants to embody certain 

moral qualities…have a serene inner character, a quiet but solid 

sense of right and wrong—not only to do good, but to be good…to 

love intimately, to sacrifice self in the service of others, to live in 



obedience to some transcendent truth, to have a cohesive inner soul 

that honors creation and one’s own possibilities. 

“While Adam I wants to conquer the world, Adam II wants to obey a 

calling to serve the world.  While Adam I is creative and savors his 

own accomplishments, Adam II sometimes renounces worldly 

success and status for the sake of some sacred purpose.  While 

Adam I asks how things work, Adam II asks why things exist, and 

what ultimately we are here for.  While Adam I wants to venture 

forth, Adam II wants to return to his roots and savor the warmth of 

a family meal.  While Adam I’s motto is ‘Success,’ Adam II 

experiences life as a moral drama.  His motto is ‘Charity, love, and 

redemption.’” 

In short, Adam II develops character which is “doing right because 

doing right is right.”  Adam II understands that although honesty 

pays, we are honest only because it is right.  Adam II understands 

Kant’s Universal Imperative or Law that argues that we should only 

act in ways that we would want everyone in the world to act. 

For instance, when tempted to lie, ask would I want to live in a world where 

everyone lies.  When prompted to cheat, ask would I want to live in a world 

where everyone cheats.  The same could be ask of any number of virtues.  

Would I want to live in a world where everyone takes advantage of workers 

or steals or sexually harasses or….you name the misdeed. 

We need to have workplaces that exude character.  And I am convinced it 

pays. 

I am a Rotarian and one of the pillars of the group is what we call “The 4 

Way Test of the things we think, say or do.  1. Is it the TRUTH?  2. Is 

it FAIR to all concerned?  3. Will it build GOODWILL and better 

FRIENDSHIPS?  4. Will it be BENEFICIAL to all concerned?” 

This was not written originally as something for Rotary, but as the creed for 

a company.  In 1932, Herbert J Taylor was asked to take over a failing 

company.  As he considered his options, he wrote the 4-Way Test as a guide 

for doing business.  This along with other changes led to an uptick in the 

company.  As they thrived, one day a customer, whose business made up 

40% of the revenue of Taylor’s firm, came in and demanded favorable 

treatment with special pricing and the like.  Taylor declined giving the test as 

the reason.  The customer threatened to move his business unless Taylor 

gave in.  Taylor stood steadfast and the customer moved to another firm.   



But Taylor was unmoved and began to rebuild.  The word got out about 

Taylor’s reliability and, within a matter of months, new customers came in 

and made up the total loss.  Why?   

People like to do business with and/or work for those who have 

clear and unwavering commitment to character, to right behavior. 

Civility: 

A close cousin to Character is Civility, currently something in short 

supply in our culture.  Civility means being polite and courteous.  It 

relates to being respectful of others. 

Recently our pastor preached a sermon in which he stated that one can 

tolerate another or be tolerant.  To tolerate is to “put up with.”  To be 

tolerant is “to act out of respect for the other person” even though 

we may disagree with that person.  To be tolerant will require that 

we be civil. 

Steven Covey argued in some of his books and seminars that 

one can solve any disagreement so long as the parties will 

follow two basic rules.  

 One is to agree that there is a solution that is better 

than the positions currently held.   

The other is not to speak until we have convinced the 

first speaker that we have heard and understood her position.   

Usually when we have a disagreement with another we want to argue the 

person into coming over to our correct view.  Covey would argue that both 

parties probably have a legitimate view, but there should be a better way.  

So instead of arguing another into submission, we look for an alternative to 

both our views. 

Have you ever noticed in a heated discussion how often the other person 

answers so quickly that clearly the other person is not listening and does not 

understand what we have said?  Covey argues that our answer should begin 

with repeating to the other person what he said and making it clear we 

understand.  That way we will have to listen and to tamp down our 

emotions.  

Let me add two observations to Covey’s positions.  The first comes 

from a presentation on CBS Sunday morning a few weeks ago.   



The commentator talked about being careful of the modifiers we use—

all, every and the like.  We know that not all people or every person has 

the same common characteristics except for those physical traits we all have 

to live.  We need to be more specific and not leap from the specific to the 

general too quickly. 

The second is the need to recover gentility in our language.  When our 

three boys were young, occasionally one would use language that was not 

swearing or X-rated, but was the kind of language that did not reflect our 

family’s values.  We would point out that language should not be used 

because it was not genteel or that which befits a lady or gentleman.  And 

surprisingly, they understood and, at least around us, did not use such.  

Collegial (Encouragement): 

Occasionally, there are words that are particularly nice to use.  They sound 

good and evoke immediate understanding.   

One of our favorite words is “autumnal.”  We rarely use the word autumn for 

the fall of the year.  But autumnal is one of those words that seems just 

right for describing all the things that make up fall or autumn. 

Another great word is collegial.  It comes from the word “college” which 

designates a community of scholars and students.  To be collegial is to 

recognize that we are in this together and want to grow and learn with 

mutual respect.  

 We not only need to provide organizations where the climate, 

commerce, character, and civility create comfort, but we also need 

for those to be collegial.  Let me make three observations. 

First, this whole process of implementing comfort into all we do 

demands an emphasis on people. 

One of the great temptations in organizational leadership is to view all 

components as cogs in a wheel or parts to be assembled so we can grow and 

continue to do better.  Unfortunately, this often includes people.  

But while inanimate objects don’t know they are being used, people do.  We 

cannot ignore that fact.   

Just recently we had an encounter in Carbondale, where we live, that is 

played out every day across the nation.   

On the first day of school a young African American high school student went 

to the Dollar General store across from the high school and shop lifted some 



items.  He was seen, identified and later in the day, two policemen went to 

the high school to arrest the young man.  He was getting ready for football 

practice so the two policemen went into the locker room, arrested him, 

handcuffed him and walked him out in front of the whole team.  As they got 

to the door of the locker room, one of the policemen said, “this is what 

happens when you steal.  Don’t steal.” 

On the face of it, the police acted with integrity and within the guidelines 

given to them.  BUT after they left the locker room, a young football player 

said, that is why we don’t like cops over in the northeast.  They don’t 

respect us.  And then all the players discussed what had just happened and 

agreed that, while the young man was guilty, that it was unnecessary to 

arrest him in front of everyone just to shame him and the remark by the 

policeman was not needed.  The obvious intent of the policemen to make 

this a teachable moment flopped. 

I happen to be friends with the police chief so, when I saw him a few days 

later I related the story to him.  He immediately made plans to rectify this 

with the football players.  He understood their position and, rather than 

condemn it, immediately began to plan steps to make sure they understood 

what was happening and was willing to even apologize for what happened.  

And he understood there was a better way to handle the situation. 

When we put people first it changes our perspective from our own protection 

to meeting other people’s needs. 

Second, it is more important how you fire than how you hire.  You 

never lose by treating people with respect. 

 

Jim Collins in Good to Great makes great 

observations about getting the right people in the 

right place on the bus.  He like many others 

emphasizes the importance of proper hiring and 

proper placement within the organization.  And I 

am convinced Collins and others are absolutely 

correct. 

But what do you do when you discover that you 

made a mistake and have the wrong person.  Or 

when that employee messes up and makes it 

impossible to keep them.   



Often the first instinct is to be like on The Apprentice and just say “You’re 

Fired.” But I am convinced that we need to slow down, take a deep breath 

and move cautiously because we show our true colors when we have to fire 

someone.  It is more important how you fire than how you hire. 

I will never forget when my father lost his job as delivery man for a local dry 

cleaner.  As I remember the story, the owner had a relative who needed a 

job and let my Dad go. 

Daddy caught a bus home and then walked a mile or so from the bus stop to 

the house.  The only car we had was the Willis Jeep Station Wagon from the 

dry cleaner.  So he came home.  No car.  That week’s pay.  And no 

prospects for a job.  Things were bleak and no jobs were available.  

My folks were able to get some money together to get a car.  But my Dad 

had to catch a Greyhound bus to Houston, TX to get work.  He was out there 

over a year while we stayed in Pensacola. 

Losing a job is devastating to families.  When we see people and how this 

impacts them, it should change the way we fire.  Sometimes employees just 

have to go for their sake or the sake of the business.  BUT we can be 

humane. 

Here at Simpson we instituted a system where every person who left the job 

voluntarily or involuntarily had to meet with Human Resources.  In that 

meeting they were given all the options for compensation, healthcare, 

retirement plans and the like.  This was all put in writing so there was no 

question about expectations.   

It was not unusual for us to pay vacation days due, untaken sick days due, 

and to continue pay for a month or more after the separation even when the 

person was fired.  You never lost by being generous.  You never lose by 

being kind. 

Not long after I came here, we made a change in the way we did some 

services.  We found it would be cheaper to contract the work than to do it 

internally.  The problem was that some people who had been at Simpson 

would have to apply to the contractor or leave.   

Some people affected in the first round of this were not happy, but it had to 

be done.  We worked on the transition and were generous in how we 

covered pay during and after the contractor took over.   

I was on campus for an event this last year when two of the people affected 

by this change came up to me and thanked me for having made the change 



and for the way we handled the separation.  It had been 20 years since they 

were let go, but one said, “I just want you to know we are alright and are 

grateful for Simpson and our time here.  We know you had to do what you 

did.  And we are glad God worked in our lives because of it. Thank you.” 

You never lose by treating people well. 

Third, really listen to others.  Remember the cliché, “God gave us two 

ears and one mouth because God wants us to listen twice as much as we 

speak.”   

Remember Covey’s advice earlier in this presentation that we should not 

respond to a person until we can repeat to that person what they just said 

and can be sure we understand them.  Practice listening. 

Fourth, help others find their own voice.   

If you watch any of the reality music shows at all, you will hear a common 

criticism.  “You have a good voice.  You can really sing, but you need to go 

beyond covering another person to finding your own voice.”   

If I name musicians like Sinatra, Louis Armstrong, Dave Brubeck, Bon Jovi, 

Elton John, Johnny Cash, or Willy Nelson, you recognize the name and 

immediately begin to think of the songs.  They found their own voices and 

have created uniqueness. 

The most talented among us never reach greatness until they find their own 

voice. 

 

Covey in his book The 8th Habit:  From Effectiveness to 

Greatness argues that at the nexus of  

 
 
 

NEED What drives you? 

 

TALENT What can you be the best? 

 

PASSION What are you deeply passionate about? 

 



CONSCIENCE What does it tell you? 

 
VOICE Unique personal significance 
 
We need to learn to identify promising co-workers and work to get them into 
positions and to give them opportunities so that they too can combine need, 
talent, passion and conscience to they can find their own voices. 
 
When we are truly collegial and focus on people, hire AND fire well, 

listen, and help others find their own voice, then we will find that it 

will be an encouraging environment. 

Conclusion: 

Comfort in the business environment comes through the appropriate 

climate or working environment, proper commerce or economy, and 

doing things with character and civility and collegiality. 

Comfort brings a sense that things are alright and especially our 

workplace is a safe, supportive environment where others care 

about me and my experience.  Comfort is not complacency or the 

willingness to accept the status quo, but an environment in which I 

and those around me can thrive and be all that God intended for me 

to be.  And helping others to experience comfort will fill our lives 

with meaning and joy. 

David Brooks.  “There’s joy in a life filled with interdependence with 

others, in a life filled with gratitude, reverence and admiration.  

There’s joy in freely chosen obedience to people, ideas, and 

commitments greater than oneself.  There’s joy in that feeling of 

acceptance, the knowledge that though you don’t deserve their love, 

others do love you; they have admitted you into their lives.  There’s 

an aesthetic joy we feel in morally good action, which makes all 

other joys seem paltry and easy to forsake… 

“Joy is not produced because others praise you.  Joy emanates 

unbidden and unforced.  Joy comes as a gift when you least expect 

it.  At those fleeting moments you know why you were put here and 

what truth you serve.  You may not feel giddy at those moments, you 

may not hear the orchestra’s delirious swell or see flashes of 

crimson and gold, but you will feel a satisfaction, a silence, a peace—



a hush.  Those moments are the blessings and the signs of a 

beautiful life.” 

My hope is that you will go from this place determined to improve yourselves 

and your enterprises through using comfort as a strategy, And 

As you give great comfort, may you receive true joy! 

Thank you very much! 

 

 

 

 

 

 


